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THE

block. The infantry can hardly spare the breath
to curse this fresh affliction. Their officer
will not order them to fall out by the wayside if
he can avoid it, for he knows that if some men
get off their feet they are unlikely to get back
on to them . This is an army in retreat.
Review the troops as they approach. Red eyes,
grey faces, beards, their shirts torn with jungle
thorns, striped black with to-night's wet sweat
and white with yesterday's dried salt of sweat.
Water-bottles rattle from their belts, as dry as
their own lips. Many an ammunition pouch is
empty, too, for these troops have come out of a
four days' battle. Dirt and blood stain the rags
that bind their wounds. They have been marching with short halts for the past 24 hours,
and there has been no time to wash, even if
there was water. These soldiers are marching
towards another battle.
A few miles ahead, in his headquarters at
Kyaikto town jail, is their leader, Major-General
J. G. Smyth, V.C., M.C., Commander of the
17th Indian Division, a tenacious little soldier,
wrestling with a large problem. These are his
troops who are retreating along the coast of
Burma towards Rangoon, and Smyth 's concern
is lest their only road back will be destroyed.
For 22 days 17 Div. has been withdrawing,
bombed and machine-gunned from the air,
attacked in flank and rear, and already
acquainted with that ace-bogy of Japanese
tactics-the road-block thrown across the path
of its retreat and covered with mortar and

BRIDGE

A N A R M Y is moving along a jungle track.
The sun has sunk behind the trees, and shadows
hem in the procession. The step is not lively,
nor is it easy to keep, for the soldiers' footfalls
make no sound in the dust that lies deep upon
the road. Being scuffled up, this dust hangs
also in a cloud over the heads of the column.
The sold iers feel dust, they breathe it, and they
would swallow it if they did not keep their mouths
shut. This is another reason for not talking.
Interspersed with the companies of riflemen
are other soldiers leading mules and donkeys.
A few ox-drawn carts lumber by, piled with
goods and gear. The oxen plod at their own
pace, which is eternally and immutably two miles
an hour, and that is fast enough for the marching
men.
Occasionally comes a convoy of trucks and
gun- limbers, stirring the silence with their groaning in low gear. The convoy drivers wish to
move faster. But the track is narrow, and march
discipline forbids overtaking ; motor transport
also will conform with the oxen . Every so often
there is a check as part of the procession is held
up. Then voices sound, lamps flash, a car weaves
its way through the halted columns to the traffic

The Japanese were in Burma and refugees were streaming along the roads
The barefoot men clasp a few possessions to their heads ; the boy has nothing but his terror.

Prome Road, January 1942.

before them.
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machine-gun fire. On two rivers, the Salween
and the Bilin, 17 Div. has stood and fought,
halting the enemy. Now its men have been
ordered to retire beyond the Sittang, the third
and last moat between the Japanese invaders and
Rangoon, main British base in Burma.
Two anxieties beset the Divisional Commander's mind. The first is: Have his sappers
made the ·Sittang Bridge, designed for railway
traffic only, capable of bearing road vehicles?
The second question is : Will the enemy seize
the bridge before 17 Div. can reach it ? A
Japanese force of undisclosed strength is already
moving round the northern flank, and on the
south there is threatened the landing of seaborne
parties. The British commander cannot spare
the troops to frustrate these operations ; to
warn him of their development along the coast
he relies on a thin screen of the Burma Frontier
Force.
The maximum available air cover has been
promised to the division as it retreats. But
in the Battle of Burma of February 1942 many
holes gape in this brave umbrella. Attacked
in his own headquarters both by Japanese
aircraft and at dawn by raiders infiltrating from
a party landed on the coast, the Divisional
Commander realises it is going to be a close thing.
He gets into his car and drives to the river.
At dusk hopes rise. The sappers have done
their job, and the bridge is decked to take road
traffic. Smyth inspects the defences and orders
the 4th Gurkhas over to the western bank to
guard the fields there against a possible p~ra
troop attack. During the evening a staff officer
has arrived from Army Headquarters to tell him
that the 7th Armoured Brigade, one of the finest
in the British Army, is disembarking at Rangoon,
and though all the port labourers have fled from
the Japanese bombing the tanks will soon be
coming up.
The stream of vehicles bearing wounded,
stores and rations begins to cross the river. By
now the Bridge has become something in the
minds of the troops retreating towards it.
Ordered, urged, goaded on, they realise that the
bridge means escape-or else a more terrible
and perhaps final road-block. So all down the
track, as the leading files start off, exhausted
soldiers drag themselves out of the ruts where
they have dozed as they stood. An army of
sleepwalkers moves towards the bridge.
Suddenly, at 3 a.m., all traffic is halted. A
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lorry has overturned on the centre span, blocking
movement either way. By the light of flares and
the moon the sappers toil to clear the path.
Three hours pass before the flow can be resumed.
At daybreak the rear section of Divisional
Headquarters has just crossed to the western
bank when there is a burst of firing from the
jungle skirting the road. It is the Japanese
encircling force coming in on the north flank.
The road to the bridge is blocked.
So begins the Battle of Sittang, the last and
bloodiest of the Battles of the Rivers, and, from
the opening shots, the most confused. Smyth
says : ' ' It was a dog-fight in the jungle. Nobody
above the rank of company commander could
exercise any control.'' Almost immediately the
perimeter defences were overrun, but as promptly
they were recaptured by their garrison. Beyond,
along the jungle track, the rear brigades heard
the firing, and again deployed for action. The
Japanese had already interposed a - wedge
between them and the bridgehead. All contact,
even of sight, had vanished, for the Japanese held
the high ground commanding the approaches to
the bridge. Within a few hours they had also
split the two marching brigades by throwing a
road-block between them.
Now the fog of war wrapped itself about the
struggle on the Sittang. Though the bridgehead
troops did not realise it, the Gurkhas of the
leading isolated brigade almost seized the whole
of the ridge above them. They were forced off
Buddha Hill only when their ammunition ran
out. A second mishap befell when the artillery
of the same brigade, grouped at Mokpalin railway
station less than a mile away, in pounding the
Japanese positions on Pagoda Hill, compelled
our own bridgehead garrison beyond it to retire
across the river. This situation was retrieved
when the 4th Gurkhas, returning with the bayonet, ·
re-established the perimeter.
Meantime, the road-block in the jungle had
been by-passed and the remainder of the retreating troops were concentrating around Mokpalin,
where they formed a '' box '' which on its
western side abutted on the river. It was not
possible, however, to see the bridgehead, even
from here.
The Japanese pressure everywhere increased,
especially against the bridge. Four hours after
midnight, the most dreaded possibility of all
threatened to become a fact : the bridge might
fall. If it did, two Japanese divisions would

I
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drive straight on Rangoon, brushing aside the
weak formations in their path. The event would
also strand two-thirds of the almost exhausted
17th Div. on the far side of a river 800 yards wide,
at the mercy of the enemy. On the other hand,
if the bridge were blown it would at any rate be
denied to the enemy. Smyth had discussed all
this with Brigadier N. Hugh-Jones, M.C., who

commanded at the bridge. He had empowered
him to take the decision on the spot, himself
accepting full responsibility. The moment had
now arrived.
At 4.30 a.m. Smyth 's field telephone awakened
him. It was Hugh-Jones to say that he could not
guarantee to hold the bridge beyond an hour.
The choice had to be made ; it was the more

The Life-line. Towards this thread of steel and stone a desperate army moved in retreat. To them it
was a way of escape : to the pursuing Japanese a way of invasion. Two-thirds of the British forces were
st.ill fighting a rearguard battle when a threat to the bridge compelled the commander to b low it up, stranding
his own troops on the far bank. This picture, taken in 1944, shows the Sittang Bridge still under repair.
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appalling because the previous day, during the
crisis on the bridge, the sappers had been directed
to destroy the two-engined ferries and about
300 sampans which had been collected on the
west bank. '' Blow the bridge ! '' was the order.
The centre span was blown an hour later under
close fire.
A profound silence followed the explosion.
Then a storm of excited chatter and yells rose
from the Japanese lines. The effect on the isolated
British-Indian brigades can be imagined : the
fate of these troops was now sealed, and the
disorder of the battle was complete. Nevertheless, disciplined units held to their ranks and their
duty. At Mokpalin they had received their
first (and only) wireless signal, ' ' Friends waiting
to welcome you at the East Gate. '' Thus assured
that the forces on the far bank would give them
covering fire for their crossing, the men in the
Mokpalin box set to work furiously to build rafts
while their comrades in the firing line held off the
enemy assaults. These were now redoubled, for
the Japanese had no longer need to press towards
the shattered bridge. They concentrated their
mortars and aircraft on Mokpalin for the kill.
For several hours they were held up, the
British gunners firing over open sights. But
about noon the pressure became irresistible, and
Brigadier J. K . Jones gave the order to begin
the evacuation. It was a grim job. From
Pagoda· Hill , which crowns the escarpment on
the east bank, enemy fire swept the river. Surprisingly few British soldiers can swim, and still
fewer Indians, and even for those who could the
chances of reaching the western bank were small
unless the men stripped off their clothing and
equipment and threw away their arms. Tired
men sank in the mud and were choked there :
many were shot in the water, and still more were
drowned, some helping wounded comrades
across by pushing them on Jogs and bamboo
rafts. Almost all who reached the other bank
were in a state of collapse. The exhaustion
of the Japanese permitted the Divisional Commander to run lorries and even trains within a
mile or two of the river. The feet of the British
soldiers, unused to marching barefoot, were cut
to pieces on the stones of the railway track.
Naked, bleeding, and weary, they were wrapped
in blankets and borne away in the slow agony of a
Burma train .
So the two '' sacrificed '' brigades came over
the Sittang. All their artillery and transport
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(which they had held on to until now) and most of
their equipment had been Jost. Many units had
been shattered and some had disappeared. The
day after the Battle of the Sittang ended, 17 Div.
numbered 3,350 men and 149 officers ; it could
muster only I ,420 rifles . The gravity of this
reverse is not to be concealed. Our casualties
were double those of the enemy and the moral
effect of the disaster on the Sittang was as damaging as the physical losses . Yet at this high cost
something had been saved. The Japanese blow
at Rangoon had been delayed another fortnight,
and this was vital to the campaign, for it ena bled
the evacuation and destruction of the port to
be carried out methodically. Above all , it
permitted rearming, reclothing and regrouping
of the British forces and their further withdrawal
towards the north, where the 1st Burma Division
under Major-General Bruce Scott and the Chinese
forces under Lieutenant-General Joseph Stilwell
were taking up their positions.
And 17 Div. ? The shattered units of the Sittang
lived to fight many another day. These same
men would continue in this campaign another
80 days, would march 800 more miles through
jungle, sand and swamp. They would arrive
at last on the mountain frontier of India, battered
but unbroken and still fighting on their feet,
bearing their weapons and their wounded. And
then, out of this remnant of a rearguard would
rise once more an unconquerable army.
The Mountain Wall.
Not here the central plains of paddy-fields and pagodas, where armies moved
swiftly in retreat or advance, but the jungle mountains, soaking among the rain-clouds, where men of the
Fourtee.nth Army cut roads out of the cliffs, and lived for two years, and fought their hardest battles.
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B u R M A is shaped like a hand, with a long forefinger pointing south. Most of the hand is an
extension of that mountain mass of Central Asia,
desolate home of the llamas and the panda bears,
that men have called the Roof of the World. As
your hand divides itself into fingers so does
Burma split up into ranges stretching southward . Between them are the valleys with their
three chief rivers, Chindwin, Irrawaddy and
Salween ; together they make up four-fifth s of
Burma. The other fifth is that forefinger, which
is the coastal strip known as Tenasserim. It
reaches far down the western shore of the Malay
Peninsula, towards Singapore.

Burma interposes itself between the rest of
Malaya and India ; also between Southern
China and India. rt is not a corridor between
any of these lands, but a barrier. This is the
military significance of Burma, and it is . why
there was a Burma campaign.
Japan 's surge of conquest, piling up from
Pearl Harbour to Singapore, swept the Americans, British and Dutch from their holdings in the
South-West Pacific in little more than a hundred
days of cataclysm. Within a week of Pearl
Harbour the Japanese had burst into Burma, too,
for Burma forms the natural strategic shield of
these conquests. The Himalayas seal off the
north ; the mountains which extend down the

length of Burma form successive ramparts
against assault from the west. Once conquered,
the Japanese High Command reckoned that the
only way that attack could come upon this
Burma " barrier land " was from the south
through the port of Rangoon.
The Japanese poured in across the southeastern frontiers from Siam. Overwhelming resistance, or rushing round it as a tide floods up
between the sandbanks, they reached the head
of the Burmese river valleys under the northern
arc of mountains, and there they 6stablished their
front. The force and speed of their oncoming
split the hastily assembled British-Chinese army
into its several parts. The British retreated across
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the Chindwin River and over the jungle ranges
into India. The Chinese withdrew up the wild
gorges of the Salween into the fastnesses of
Yunnan.
So Burma · was added to Japan's glittering
crown of conquest, Hong Kong, Indo-China,
Siam, the Dutch East Indies, the Philippin~s
and Singapore, '' the greatest land-grab m
history." The Burma Road, China's last land
link with her Western Allies, was severed, and
a wedge of mountain and malarial. jungle w~s
driven between them. Apart from its strategic
values, the prize of Burma was worth the effort.
The valley and delta of the Irrawaddy are a
paddy-field from which in peaceful days seven
million tons of rice were harvested. The crop
solved a local military problem, for the riceeating Japanese garrison was able to l!ve off
its conquest. Allied troops, who eat different
kinds of food had to be supplied from faraway Indian 'bases, often with ai~-dropped
rations. Much of the war of supply m Burma
was between the parachute and the paddy-field.
Rice is not all the riches of Burma. On the
banks of the Lower Irrawaddy rise the derricks
of the Yenangyaung oilfields. Before the war
their output was 250,000,000 gallons per year,
and though the British scorched the fields and
blasted the plant as they retreated, denying this
supply of petroleum to the enemy, it w~ul~ have
been a precious asset to their own mob1hty if they
had been able to retain it. More vital to Japan
were the Mawchi mines near the Salween River,
the largest single source of wolfram in the world.
The occupation of the inner basin of Burma
gave the Japanese two other advai:tages in the
conduct of their subsequent operat10ns. In the
first place they held the areas least affected by
either monsoon or malaria, and both of these
are major afflictions to troops serving in them.
Secondly, the Japanese commanded a. far better
system of land communications in their terntory
than the Allies did .
There is a wet zone in the north of Burma and
another in the south. The dry zone is in the
central part in the valley of the Lower Irrawaddy,
and this was the main base of the Japanese
power in Burma. The monsoon, a ~yclonic
circulation is born in the Bay of Bengal m May.
Part of it' flows towards the mountains of the
India-Burma frontier. Variations in the monsoon are governed by the angle at which the
cloud strikes the mountains ; if you live on the
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windward slope you will get most of the rain.
So 500 inches annually descend on Charapunge
in Assam, making it the wettest place on earth.
At Shillong, a few miles away but on the
opposite side of the range, the rainfall is below
60 inches. The fate of the Allies once they
had lost Burma was that the greater part of
their operational area was either in the hills
which broke up the monsoon clouds, or on the
windward side of them.
The climate is not everywhere as damp as at
Charapunge, but in Arakan, for example, where
the monsoon blows straight in from the Bay of
Bengal and smashes at once against the coastal
mountains, the troops had to fight under a downpour of 200 inches a year, all of which is concentrated into the five-months rainy season. Since
Manchester endures about 27 inches over twelve
months, it will be realised that Arakan is no
sun-trap during the summer. The monsoon
ends in October, and from then on it is dry and
even cold until the hot, pre-monsoon season
from March to May.
The malaria map of Burma can be charted as
clearly, and along almost the same lines. Th.e
Lower Irrawaddy is healthy, North Burma is
pestilent. Some parts of the country are so
malarial that both armies once assiduously
avoided fighting in them ; the power of the
mosquito, not of the enemy, was frequently the
deciding factor in planning operations.
'' Malaria bas conquered empires and can
cripple armies,'' said the Supreme Allied
Commander, Admiral Mountbatten, in bis
address to the Press at the Ministry of Information in August 1944. He quoted the startling
figure of 250,000 casualties in Burma from
sickness in that year, most of these being from
malaria and dysentery. But thanks to the zeal
and skill of the British and American medical
services, Mountbatten claimed that 90 per cent.
of the patients reported fit for duty after
three weeks. Thus, the destroyer of armies was
reduced to its civilian status, which is little worse
than a sharp dose of 'flu. This defeat of the
mosquito did not take place, however, until after
nearly two years of the jungle war.
The second factor which favoured the enemy
once be had gained possession of Burma was its
threefold river road and rail system. In their
lower reaches 'the waterways are the country 's
chief means of transport. The Irrawaddy is
navigable for paddle-steamers as far north as
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Bhamo, and river craft go up the gorges to
Myitkyina, I ,ODO miles from the sea. Other
rivers flow roughly parallel to the Irrawaddy,
forming a further line of communication from
the port of Rangoon to the northern frontier.
Burma 's main railway also runs, by a different
route, from Rangoon to Myitkyina via Mandalay.
The road system of the country is based on the
two highways which link Rangoon and Mandalay,
the one following the railway, the other the river.
The first of these reaches Lashio, where it joins
the Burma Road. The other peters out beyond
Mandalay. So there was no road to India, which
lies another 200 miles farther on through
a jungle almost without a track. The Allies
could neither reinforce by land in Burma after
the fall of Rangoon, nor could their retreating
army extricate themselves except by marching
through this wilderness.
Communications were little better on the Indian
side of the frontier. ·There, the British also
possessed a railway which ran roughly parallel
with the front, but so far away that it could only
be tapped effectively at three points. These lay
at Chittagong, for the Arakan sector ; at Dimapur, for the Manipur sector ; and at Ledo, in
the north. To reach any of these military railheads the railway from the main Allied base at
Calcutta, besides changing to narrow gauge, had
to cross the Lower Ganges or the Brahmaputra.
Neither river was bridged, and so men and
material had to be detrained, ferried across (or
shipped downstream for many miles), and then
re-entrained on the far bank. The crossings are
half a mile wide, the race is eight knots, and the
monsoon flood rises 37 feet. From railhead
onward to their outpost line on the frontiers of
Arakan and Manipur the British had to build
roads through swamp and forest, along precipices, winding 8,000 feet up into the clouds, and
continuing along the entire length of the front.
Until these were made, hardly a road, and certainly no metalled one, existed in Manipur ;
they were the work of IV th Corps' Indian
sappers and pioneers, aided by tea-planters'
labour. Later would come the Americans with
their massive mechanical apparatus, driving their
Ledo Road down from the north. These earlier
highways, hacked out largely by hand and in a
few months, remain marvels of military engineering, and what is more, they remained roads for
longer. No single line of communication ran
straight back towards India from Arakan or
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Manipur. Between the army and its bases in
Bengal towered mountains and scores of lesser
ridges laced with streams. The jungle matted the
land. There would come a day when these
obstacles would be overleapt by a magnifice:1t air
transport organisation. But that was not in
Burma at the close of 1941.
The military situation was as black as could
possibly be imagined. The British Empire was
stretched almost to the limit of its strength by
the war against the Axis. Nearly everything else
that could be scraped together had been sent to
Singapore. In Burma, to defend a land the size
of Germany, and with one-hundredth of its
communications, the British bad two divisions,
neither of them at full strength or tested in battle.
Even when reinforcements arrived, out of a total
force of 50,000 it is estimated that about half
were combat troops. Seven thousand were British
and 20,000 Indian, the rest being raised in Burma
largely from among the hill tribes. These local
units were in various elementary stages of
training, some were ravaged with malaria, undermanned and under-equipped. The 17th Indian
Division, who met the first impact of the Japanese
invasion, had been trained for open warfare
in the African desert, and such transport as
it possessed was wheeled, and unsuited to
jungle tracks. Two of its three brigades had
been already diverted to Singapore ; they were
replaced by others composed of assorted units.
This scratch division was pitted against the
best-trained jungle troops then existing in the
world.
The Allied forces in Burnu were lacking in supporting arms, anti-aircraft guns, pack transport
and wireless. Major-General Smyth reported he
was so short of wireless sets he could only allocate
one per battalion, and these were unwieldy pieces
incapable of being moved off a metalled road.
There was not much use in pushing out patrols
into the jungle to locate the enemy, for he arrived
on the heels of the runner who was bringing the
information. When calling for air support,
Smyth had to put in a telephone call through
civilian post office exchanges. This air cover was
entrusted to a few R.A.F. Brewster Buffaloes and
Blenheims, aided by Colonel Claire Chennault's
dashing American Volunteer Group, who happened to be in Rangoon fitting out for service in
China when the Japanese delivered their Pearl
Harbour blow. The fighter aircraft defenc~ of
India itself at this period amounted to eight old
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Destroying as they went, the Allies left a scorched
earth behind them. The Japanese, racing to win the rich
oilfields of Central Burma, found only a wrecked and
blazing inferno. Left, a British rearguard smashing
machinery before throwing it into a burning oil pit.
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s E were not long in coming.
They had concentrated on Siam before they
struck at Pearl Harbour. A week later they
crossed the frontier of Southern Burma and
took Victoria Point. On December 23rd they
sent over 80 aircraft to bomb the great port of
Rangoon. Though they did little material
damage, they killed more than 2,000 people, and
created such a stampede that another 100,000
citizens fled overnight, leaving the docks and
railways deserted. Fires broke out and destroyed
the homes of many more. On Christmas Day
they came again. The R.A.F. and American
Volunteer Group fought the raiders, bringing
down 52 for the loss of two defending aircraft
in the two attacks. For a month the Japanese
drew off and comparative peace descended upon
the place. '' Life in the city is returning to
normal,'' reported the local newspaper. '' Daylight robberies have started again. ''
By land the Japanese pressed on. Naturally,
they did not advance in a direct northward line
from Victoria Point up Tenasserim strip, for this
would have enabled the Allied Forces to conduct
an orthodox rearguard action. Instead, the
Japanese struck in from Siam on the east, slicing
off the defending garrisons one by one. The
road-blocks thrown across the rear which the
enemy used later on were a variation of this
tactic. Their strategy in the first part of the
campaign was simply a large-scale development of it-they aimed to cut all the roads and
railways north of Rangoon and stage a second
Singapore.
The British garrison at Tavoy were first overrun in this advance, on January 19th, 1942, and
that of Mergui escaped the same fate only by a
midnight sea evacuation. The brigade posted on
the Siamese frontier was dive-bombed and driven
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Mohawks stationed at Calcutta. Not a single
bomber squadron was available for operations
and no heavy bases existed along the India-Burma
border. The armoured elements on hand were
some old carriers and armoured cars used for
training.
The thin British garrison was strung out to
guard the eastern frontier of Burma from the
Shan States bordering on Indo-China to Victoria
Point at the far end ofTenasserim strip, 800 miles
away, as well as to defend Rangoon. The reason
for this distribution of forces was that in December 1941 the British still held Malaya, and the
chain of airfields, Tavoy, Mergui and Victoria
Point, which lay along the Tenasserim coast, was
regarded as essential for the operations in Malaya.
They were garrisoned with a few companies of
Burma Rifles. A brigade was pushed 60 miles

towards the Siamese frontier east of Moulmein,
the port at the mouth of the Salween River. The
Commander of 17 Div. took up his headquarters
in Moulmein itself. He had a Divisional reserve
of one battalion.
Moulmein boasted an airport, with quays and
warehouses, and was an important local market.
It was surrounded on three sides by tidal estuaries
and on the fourth by jungle. From the point of
view of defence there was nothing to recommend
it, for while all these waterways could be crossedl
by boat and raft the shortest perimeter which
would include the airport and the communication
lines with Martaban, railhead to Rangoon on the
western bank of the estuary, was 25 miles. To
defend Moulmein and-once the enemy came
within range-run the modest public services of
the town, the British disposed about 3,000 troops
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back on Martaban. These troops, too, got away
by the narrowest margin, blocking the pursuit by
dynamiting the road behind them at the point
where it was a ledge in the face of the cliff. The
port of Moulmein held out only twent~•-four
hours. The troops fought their way down to the
quays, where they were packed on to every kind
of craft and ferried across the three-mile-wide
estuary of the Salween to Martaban. The operation was carried out, mainly by civilian crews,
with skill and courage in daylight, and under
intense fire.
The Japanese at once began to swim or raft
across the river higher up, and descend by jungle
paths on the rear of Martaban, which they also
bombed and shelled from the eastern bank.
A threat to the line of retreat caused the British
defenders to pull out. They held the invaders
for a time at Kuzeik, where the 7th/10th Baluchs,
a raw battalion, were encircled. They behaved
with veteran coolness, and, when their Commanding Officer was lost, fought on in groups
until they were annihilated.
The orders of 17 Div. were to conduct a
delaying action until Rangoon could be reinforced. It was now plain that if any part of the
division was to be preserved it must be withdrawn to a new line behind the Bilin River. Here
was fought for four days one of the fiercest battles
of the first Burma campaign. The King's Own
Yorkshire Light Infantry (" Koylies ") and the
4th, 5th and 7th Gurkhas especially distinguished
themselves. Though outnumbered, the British
held fast until Army Headquarters ordered the
division to withdraw. This decision was imperative, for during these four days at Bilin a fresh
Japanese division was forging through the jungle
to the north, bent on cutting them off at the
Sittang.
Over Rangoon, meantime, the Japanese air
force had resumed operations. The R.A.F.
strength was by now reduced to three Hurricanes,
IO Blenheims and 43 Buffaloes. With the A.V.G.
they had brought down more than 200 enemy
aircraft, exacting a six-to-one casualty rate. But
Rangoon burned. Once more a multitude of
refugees poured down the roads from the city,
crammed the outgoing trains, and fled into the
jungle.
The rear had disintegrated even as the rearguard fought its way in towards the Sittang
Bridge. The ' ' E '' evacuation warning signal
was hoisted on February 20th, 1942, and an

